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CLASSIC CANTEENS
C

O
R

KC
IC

LE 9 OZ. CANTEEN
(SHOWN IN: GLOSS PINK)

Item #CCICLE-B9

16 OZ. CANTEEN
(SHOWN IN:  
GLOSS TURQUOISE)

Item #CCICLE-B16

25 OZ. CANTEEN 
(SHOWN IN: MATTE BLACK)

Item # CCICLE-B25

60 OZ. CANTEEN
(SHOWN IN:  
BRUSHED STEEL)

Item # CCICLE-B60

CORKCICLE COLOR SWATCHES:

brushed 
steel

gunmetal matte 
black

rose 
quartz

red

neon 
blue

gloss 
turquoise

purple

neon 
pink

neon 
yellow

gloss 
pink

putting 
green

gloss 
navy

gloss 
white

Canteen keeps drinks ice cold or piping hot 
all day long, even in the sun. Available in 
four sizes including 25 oz., which holds an 
entire bottle of wine, and our larger-than-
life 60 oz. — perfect for sharing sangria, 
margaritas, and more. 

See complete product information, available colors, and pricing: customengravingstudio.com
ASI #47959  |  SAGE #51407  |  PPAI 754649



 TUMBLERS

12 OZ. TUMBLER 
(SHOWN IN: GUNMETAL)

Item #CCICLE-T12

Add a pop ofcolor to your look . . . 

16 OZ. TUMBLER
(SHOWN IN: ROSE QUARTZ)

Item #CCICLE-T16

24 OZ. TUMBLER
(SHOWN IN: GLOSS WHITE)

Item #CCICLE-T24

Crafted from stainless 
steel with proprietary 
triple insulation, 
this vacuum-sealed 
wonder cup just 
doesn’t quit. It keeps 
your beverages cold 
for 9+ hours and hot 
for 3. Stays cold even 
longer with drinks 
containing ice —  
even out in the sun. 



C
O

R
KC

IC
LE

See complete product information, available colors, and pricing: customengravingstudio.com
ASI #47959  |  SAGE #51407  |  PPAI 754649

ARTICAN

ARTICAN
(SHOWN IN: ROSE QUARTZ  
AND BRUSHED STEEL)

Item #CCICLECAN

Never lose your cool. This is the last can cooler you will ever need. 
Artican keeps cold cans cold for up to 3 hours. Simply freeze the 
cooling core base, twist it on, drop in a cold beverage and enjoy 
ice cold drinks for up to three hours.



STEMLESS WINE CUP

WHISKEY WEDGE

fashionableFunctional &

12 OZ. STEMLESS 
WINE CUP
(SHOWN IN: WHITE)

Item #CCICLE-W12

WHISKEY WEDGE
Item #CCICLE-WW

Crafted from stainless steel with proprietary triple 
insulation, this vacuum-sealed wonder cup just doesn’t 
quit. It keeps your beverages cold or hot for hours. 
Stays cold even longer with drinks containing ice — 
even out in the sun. Stemless Wine Cup holds 12 ounces 
of your favorite beverage, from water to wine. Lid 
included with stemless wine cup.

Hello whiskey. Goodbye watered-down. Take the edge off with 
Whiskey Wedge, the artful way to perfectly chill, but not water 
down your favorite spirits. It’s perfect for sipping whiskey, 
bourbon, tequila or scotch. During freezing, the ice forms a 
wedge shape on one side of the glass. When you pour a drink, 
this wedge melts slowly to help retain your drink’s full favor. 
Sand etched for a premier look and feel.
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22 OZ. HYDRA BOTTLE
(SHOWN IN: RED)

Item #ORCA22H

34 OZ. HYDRA BOTTLE
(SHOWN IN: TAN)

Item #ORCA34H

66 OZ. HYDRA BOTTLE
(SHOWN IN: AZURE)

Item #ORCA66H

See complete product information, available colors, and pricing: customengravingstudio.com
ASI #47959  |  SAGE #51407  |  PPAI 754649

On the go? Running to a meeting or running to 
stay in shape our new Hydra bottles will go where 
you go. Keeping your cold water cold and hot 
coffee hot for hours.

HYDRA BOTTLES

ORCA HYDRA BOTTLE COLOR SWATCHES:

stainless  
steel

powder 
blue

navy blue lime

crimsondandelion blaze  
orange

redburnt 
orange

OD 
green

forest 
green

azure

dark 
maroon

purple violet

black charcoal tan

orange



Outdoor andsporting



Whether you are going to work, the ball field, a 
tailgate party or down to the dock, the ORCA 
Team Chaser Tumbler will get you there with 
an ice-cold (or piping hot) beverage. The ORCA 
Team Chaser’s new micro plated stainless-steel 
color palette lets you carry your favorite team 
color, while the double walled, vacuum sealed 
body ensures that your ice  
will stay.

O
RC

A

See complete product information, available colors, and pricing: customengravingstudio.com
ASI #47959  |  SAGE #51407  |  PPAI 754649

CHASER TUMBLERS



27 OZ. CHASER TUMBLER 
(SHOWN IN:  
LIME – WITH CLEAR LID)

Item #ORCA27CC
27 OZ. CHASER  
TUMBLER − HIGH GLOSS
(SHOWN IN:  
CORAL – WITH CLEAR LID)

Item #ORCA27HG

ORCA HIGH GLOSS 
COLOR SWATCHES:

light  
blue

lilac seafoam

coral dusty 
rose

pearlpink

sage

For all oflife’s adventures . . . 
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Polar Camel drinkware products are engineered 
with double wall, vacuum insulated construction 
to provide superior heat and cold retention. The 
powder coated finishes deliver rugged durability 
in a wide selection of colors. Your personalized 
Polar Camel will become your favorite drinkware 
and will last for years to come.

POLAR CAMEL COLOR SWATCHES:

stainless 
steel

dark 
grey

black light  
blue

royal  
blue

green

light 
purple

maroon red coralorange

teal purplenavy  
blue

pink yellow white

See complete product information, available colors, and pricing: customengravingstudio.com
ASI #47959  |  SAGE #51407  |  PPAI 754649

10 OZ. TUMBLER
(SHOWN IN:  
STAINLESS STEEL; MAROON)

Item #CES710LB
16 OZ. STEMLESS TUMBLER
(SHOWN IN: LIGHT BLUE)

Item #CES800

14 OZ. PILSNER
(SHOWN IN: RED)

Item #CES940
20 OZ. PILSNER 
(SHOWN IN: ROYAL BLUE)

Item #CES970

TUMBLERS & PILSNERS



Highendurance

No sweat exterior design. BPA free. You can 
confidently place Polar Camel tumblers on 
any surface and there will be no sweat or 
condensation on the outside of the cup.  You 
can hold your favorite beverage in style whether 
it is ice cold or piping hot. 

Polar Camel offers your favorite stainless-steel 
vacuum insulated tumblers to keep your hot 
drinks hot, and your cold drinks cold. Two 
times heat and cold resistant compared to 
other travel mug and is lead free. Polar Camels 
are made from 18/8-gauge stainless steel, also 
known as Type 304 Food Grade. Seamless 
construction so there is no leak point.

MUGS

WINE TUMBLERS

15 OZ. COFFEE MUG
(SHOWN IN:  
DARK GREY)

Item #CES100CC

12 OZ. STEMLESS 
WINE TUMBLER
(SHOWN IN: CORAL)

Item #CES852
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See complete product information, available colors, and pricing: customengravingstudio.com
ASI #47959  |  SAGE #51407  |  PPAI 754649

TUMBLERS

The ultimate in vacuum insulated tumblers. The 20 oz. Polar 
Camel leatherette tumblers are a great way to promote 
your business. These tumblers are wrapped with leatherette 
for added comfort and grip. BPA and lead free featuring 
double wall vacuum insulated construction and a narrow 
base design that fits most cup holders. Comes with a clear 
lid large enough for a straw. 

20 OZ. LEATHERETTE  
GRIP TUMBLER
(SHOWN IN: LIGHT BROWN)

Item #CES5200

black dark 
brown

rustic gray rawhide blue teal pink



design your own . . . 

This product is an instant favorite because of 
the standard 16 oz. pint glass represents so 
much more than a beverage holder. The pint 
glass is a symbol of relaxation and good times. 
“I’ll have a pint”. This phrase will never be the 
same once someone has seen or touched one 
of our classic stainless-steel pint tumblers. 

PINTS

20 OZ. RINGNECK TUMBLER
(SHOWN IN PURPLE: )

Item #CES7200

30 OZ. RINGNECK TUMBLER
(SHOWN IN: ORANGE)

Item #CES7300

16 OZ. PINT 
(SHOWN IN: WHITE)

Item #CES750
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Polar Camel Koozies keep 
your hots hotter and your 
colds colder than any other 
koozie on the market today. 
These amazingly rugged and 
attractive Stainless Steel Polar 
Camel Beverage Holders 
feature double-wall, vacuum 
insulation. They are heat and 
cold resistant and hold both 
cans and bottles. Simply screw 
off the rubber top and place 
the beverage inside.

Take your craft beer or favorite brew to any 
tailgate or party in our 64-ounce Polar Camel 
Personalized Stainless Steel Growler. Our 
vacuum insulated Stainless Steel Growlers 
are 2X hot and cold resistant compared to 
other Growlers and are lead and BPA free! 
With a locking swing-top lid, our custom beer 
growler is the ultimate way to carry your brew. 
64 oz. capacity.

See complete product information, available colors, and pricing: customengravingstudio.com
ASI #47959  |  SAGE #51407  |  PPAI 754649

BEVERAGE HOLDERS

GROWLERS

64 OZ. GROWLER
(SHOWN IN: BLACK; STAINLESS STEEL)

Item #CES641-Stainless Steel
Item #CES642-Black 

BEVERAGE HOLDER
(SHOWN IN: GREEN )

Item #CES020BH



St.Jude

We donate 20% of all of 
our NET proceeds from 
Polar Camel product sales 
to St. Jude Children’s 
Research Hospital.

Children’s Research Hospital . . . 

About St. Jude
• Families never receive a bill from St. Jude for 

treatment, travel, housing, or food – because 
all a family should worry about is helping their 
child live. 

• Treatments invented at St. Jude have helped 
push the overall childhood cancer survival rate 
from 20 percent to more than 80 percent since 
it opened more than 50 years ago. St. Jude is 
working to drive the overall survival rate for 
childhood cancer to 90 percent, and we won’t 
stop until no child dies from cancer.

• St. Jude freely shares the breakthroughs it 
makes, and every child saved at St. Jude means 
doctors and scientists worldwide can use that 
knowledge to save thousands more children.

St. Jude is leading the way the world understands, treats, and 
defeats childhood cancer and other life-threatening diseases.
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RTIC COLOR SWATCHES:

brushed 
steel

graphite black brick teal whitesunflowernavy

See complete product information, available colors, and pricing: customengravingstudio.com
ASI #47959  |  SAGE #51407  |  PPAI 754649

RTIC Tumblers are stainless steel, double 
wall vacuum insulated. Keeps your drinks ice 
cold longer - works great for hot beverages. 
The included all-new shaded Splash Proof lid 
lets you know exactly how much drink you 
have. The flip-top closure resists spills and  
is straw friendly. Easy to clean.

TRAVEL MUGS

The 12 oz. RTIC Travel Mug is stainless 
steel, double wall vacuum insulated.  
Keeps your drink hotter for longer and 
maintains a comfortable temperature 
to hold thanks to the double wall 
design.  This is an adult sized mug for 
the home, office, camping, hiking and 
RV and fits under all popular coffee 
makers.  The included all-new shaded 
splash proof lid lets you know exactly 
how much drink you have.  The flip-top 
closure resists spills.  The extra wide 
mouth allows for easy cleaning.

TUMBLERS

12 OZ. TRAVEL MUG
(SHOWN IN:  
BRUSHED STEEL)

Item #RTIC12C

20, 30, or 40 OZ. 
TUMBLER
(SHOWN IN: NAVY)

Item #RTIC-20 
Item #RTIC-30 
Item #RTIC-40 



Justchill a lot longer . . . 

Stainless steel, double wall vacuum insulated keeps your cold drinks 
cold and your hot drinks hot. The color won’t fade, peel, or crack 
with frequent daily use. From city streets to mountain trails. These 
bottles keep your favorite drinks protected everywhere you go.

BOTTLES & JUGS

26 OZ.  
WATER BOTTLE
(SHOWN IN: TEAL)

Item #RTIC26B

36 OZ. BOTTLE
(SHOWN IN:  
BRICK)

Item # RTIC36B

64 OZ. BOTTLE
Item #RTIC64B

32 OZ. BOTTLE
(SHOWN IN:  
NAVY)

Item #RTIC32B

HALF GALLON JUG
(SHOWN IN: BLACK)

Item #RTICHGJ

ONE GALLON JUG
(SHOWN IN: NAVY)

Item #RTICOGL
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Y Holy crow, you see this sexy hooch-hauler? Cold-
rolled steel, finished in your favorite powder-coated 
colors. Its tool-styled finished cap was crafted with 
internal threads for a smooth lip land with every swig. 
Picking up what we’re putting down? No? That’s cool, 
all we’re saying is that that this bad Larry is a jaw-
dropper. Careful of sticky fingers if you pass it around.

STANLEY COLOR SWATCHES:

matte 
black

hammertone 
green

polar 
white

See complete product information, available colors, and pricing: customengravingstudio.com
ASI #47959  |  SAGE #51407  |  PPAI 754649

FLASKS

You know, “wide-load” doesn’t have to 
be an insult. The bigger the base, the 
more it stays in place! Pop this big boy 
down on your truck dashboard, your 
boat console, or that wobbly desk in 
your office that’s deposited more than 
one beverage into your keyboard at the 
most inopportune time. Just be careful 
your friends don’t get mug envy.

ADMIRAL’S MUG

8 OZ. CLASSIC  
EASY FILL WIDE 
MOUTH FLASK
(SHOWN IN:  
MATTE BLACK)

Item #STNLY-WMF
8 OZ. MASTER  
UNBREAKABLE  
HIP FLASK
(SHOWN IN: 
HAMMERTONE GREEN)

Item #STNLY-8MF

20 OZ. ADVENTURE  
TOUGH-TO-TIP 
ADMIRAL’S MUG
(SHOWN IN:  
POLAR WHITE)

Item #STNLY-20AM 



These travel mugs are your copilot. It  
will fit comfortably into your vehicle’s 
cup holder. It will keep your coffee hot 
for 9 hours. The only thing it won’t do 
is make the pew pew pew sounds when 
you squeeze the easy action trigger to 
fire imaginary lasers at the minivan going 
45 in the passing lane. Drive safe and 
drink up.

Stylish &sustainable

TRAVEL MUGS

16 OZ. TRIGGER-ACTION 
TRAVEL MUG
(SHOWN IN: MATTE BLACK)

Item #STNLY-16TM

20 OZ. TRIGGER-ACTION 
TRAVEL MUG
(SHOWN IN: 
HAMMERTONE GREEN )

Item #STNLY-20TM



ST
A

N
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Y Oktoberfest isn’t just a yearly 
celebration – it’s a state of mind. 
Plop this sucker down on the table 
and watch a regular old get-together 
become a boisterous beer-fueled 
bonanza. With hours of cold brew, 
the party doesn’t stop until the very 
last drop. Drink up, me hearties.

Chilling knows no limits when it comes to location 
-- so why should your trusty pint glass be consigned 
to stay at home or at your favorite pub? Stanley 
doesn’t do “stuck on the couch,” we do “can’t 
leave home without it.” Pack your favorite ale, 
stout, lager or IPA -- heck, works great with soda 
or iced coffee if that’s your thing -- to go with this 
timeless and tough pint glass. Enjoy fresh, cold 
beer right til the last sip, up to 4.5 hours later! Built-
in, removable bottle opener means you’ll always be 
at the ready to fill your pint when you get to your 
favorite watering spot.

See complete product information, available colors, and pricing: customengravingstudio.com
ASI #47959  |  SAGE #51407  |  PPAI 754649

STEINS

16 OZ. ADVENTURE 
STACKING BEER PINT
(SHOWN IN:  
MATTE BLACK)

Item #STNLY-16SP 

24 OZ. ADVENTURE 
BIG GRIP  
BEER STEIN
(SHOWN IN: 
HAMMERTONE GREEN)

Item #STNLY-24ABS 

16 OZ. CLASSIC STAY 
CHILL BEER PINT
(SHOWN IN:  
POLAR WHITE)

Item #STNLY-16SCB

PINTS



Cheers to happiness

To all of you big, on-the-go coffee 
drinkers out there, pay attention. 
We’re taking on-the-go drinking to the 
next level with a smooth-fired ceramic 
wall over stainless steel construction, 
making this 100% BPA free, 
dishwasher-safe, durable and without 
that metallic smell or taste. Pulling 
all the stops with double-vacuum 
insulation that keeps your beverage 
up to 12 hours cold and 6 hours hot. 
With a no-skid base to minimize noise 
and a splash-proof, slide-open lid 
for drinking, we’re bringing you the 
ultimate on-the-go coffee experience 
to your doorstep.

24 OZ. GO TUMBLER 
CERAMIVACTM

Item #STNLY-24SP
16 OZ. GO TUMBLER 
WITH CERAMIVACTM

Item #STNLY-16GT

GO TUMBLERS



SW
IG

More chill, less refills!

Our triple insulation technology allows  
our top-selling stemless wine cups to keep 
drinks cold up to 9 hours and hot up to 3 
hours. Their unbreakable construction makes 
them perfect for enjoying chilled wine or 
cocktails by the pool, hot tea in the morning 
or even ice cream sundaes before bed   
(Swig calories don’t count!)

See complete product information, available colors, and pricing: customengravingstudio.com
ASI #47959  |  SAGE #51407  |  PPAI 754649

SWIG COLOR SWATCHES:

black navy royal  
blue

crimson maroon hot pinkorange

aqua

white

purple

WINE CUPS

From your morning commute coffee to your 
weeknight wine-down, we have the perfect 
insulated Swig for you! 

Thanks to our triple insulation technology, our 
best selling travel mugs and stemless wine cups 
keep drinks cold up to 9 hours and hot up to 
3 hours. The mugs cup holder friendly shape 
makes it the perfect travel companion and the 
wine cups unbreakable construction makes it 
ideal for cocktails by the pool.

TRAVEL MUGS

12 OZ. STEMLESS 
WINE CUP
(SHOWN IN:  
NAVY/ORANGE)

Item #SWIG12W

14 OZ. STEMLESS 
WINE CUP 
(SHOWN IN: CRIMSON)

Item #SWIG14WM

18 OZ.  
TRAVEL MUG
(SHOWN IN: 
BLACK/RED)

Item #SWIG18M



The perfect traveling companion!

Thanks to our triple insulation technology, this water 
bottle keeps drinks cold for up to 24 hours and hot 
up to 12 hours. The slim profile is easy to hold and 
slips comfortably into backpacks, diaper bags and cup 
holders. The wide mouth opening is perfect for ice and 
for easier cleaning. And the screw-on cap with a flip-up 
carry ring makes it easy to grab and go!

Perfecttraveling companion . . . 

Perfect for WHAT-ever or WHERE-ever 
you drink!

Thanks to our triple insulation 
technology, this tumbler keeps drinks 
cold for up to 24 hours and hot up to 
12 hours. The cup holder friendly, slim 
shape makes it perfect on the go or at 
home. From sweet tea to hot toddy’s, 
this Swig will definitely be your new fave!

BOTTLES

TUMBLERS

20 OZ. BOTTLE
(SHOWN IN:  
ROYAL BLUE)

Item #SWIG20B

22 OZ. TUMBLER
(SHOWN IN:  
PURPLE/YELLOW)

Item #SWIG22TM



YE
TI

Tough as hell and solves the age old 
annoyance of less than frosty beverages 
when on the go all day. Yeti over 
engineered their bottles and cups to 
ensure you’ll never come back to a 
less than amazing beverage again. A 
no-brainer for on the go hydration. 
Dishwasher safe. Kitchen grade stainless 
steel and available in many colors. 

YETI COLOR SWATCHES:

stainless 
steel

black navy whiteseafoam

See complete product information, available colors, and pricing: customengravingstudio.com
ASI #47959  |  SAGE #51407  |  PPAI 754649

RAMBLER FAMILY DRINKWARE

10 OZ. WINE 
TUMBLER
(SHOWN IN: BLACK)

Item #YETI10W

10 OZ. LOWBALL
(SHOWN IN: BLACK)

Item #YETI10LB COLSTER  
CAN INSULATOR
(SHOWN IN: BLACK)

Item #YETILLSTR

14 OZ. MUG
(SHOWN IN: NAVY)

Item #YETI14M

12 OZ. BOTTLE 
WITH HOT SHOT CAP 
(SHOWN IN:  
STAINLESS STEEL)

Item #YETI12B



Designed for maximum ice retention 
and works just as well for hot 
beverages. Yeti is made from 18/8 
gauge stainless steel and double 
wall vacuum insulation. BPA free. 
Dish washer safe. The DuracoatTM 
finish won’t chip or crack. Bring this 
tumbler along for the ride and watch 
it keep up.

Forged bymother nature . . . 

TUMBLERS

Trademarks, emblems, copyrights, patent, or similar Right of Protection 
All images and text appearing in this catalog unless noted otherwise, are the exclusive property of its owners and principals. The images may not be 
reproduced, copied, transmitted, or manipulated without express written permission. These copyright laws impose substantial penalties for infringement, and 
violators will be prosecuted to the full extent of the law.

Trademarks and logos shown by Custom Engraving Studio, LLC are merely depicted to represent the products and/or ability to decorate them, but were never 
meant to imply the decorations were created by this company or that the products with any specific decorations are available to any purchaser without the 
consent of the owners of the trademarked or copyrighted art or copy. Trademarks and logos shown do not imply endorsement of our products by their owners.

California Proposition 65 
Retail brands that Custom Engraving Studio, LLC sell have made their own risk assessment regarding labeling. All products that require labeling are marked on 
the individual product page.

Warning: Cancer and Reproductive Harm - www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Please visit our website customengravingstudio.com for a complete list of our products and policies.

36 OZ.  
BOTTLE WITH 
CHUG CAP
(SHOWN IN:  
BLACK)

Item #YETI36B

18 OZ.  
BOTTLE WITH 
CHUG CAP
(SHOWN IN:  
NAVY)

Item #YETI18B

26 OZ.  
BOTTLE WITH 
CHUG CAP
(SHOWN IN:  
NAVY)

Item #YETI26B

30 OZ. TUMBLER
(SHOWN IN: NAVY)

Item #YETI30R

20 OZ. TUMBLER
(SHOWN IN: BLACK)

Item #YETI20R
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